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Message from the Birth Star 

 

In this now moment, breathe in beloved children of the Light; breathe in the greatness that you 
are, breathe in the Light that you came to shine in this dimension, breathe in your own life: 
appreciate it.   

Today is a special day for each one of you.  In this now moment, stand up, feel your feet 
grounded to this Earth; feel your feet that are supporting you in this dimension.  These feet are 
sacred, they are your connection to this world; they connect your physical body with the Heart of 
this Planet, the Life of this Planet: recognize this sacred connection!   

I am the Birth Star.  To each human being in incarnation now on this Planet, on the day of your 
birth, there is a star that is associated to you to support the shining of your Love, support the 
shining of your Light.  Today, your Birth Star is contacting with you on a conscious level: so, 
stand up in your Light, stand up in what you are, stand up in your own mission of life that is to be 
you, to shine what you are, to shine your truth, your values, your love.  To shine what you believe 
in, to shine yourself. 

Today, welcome your Birth Star; it is connecting with you in this now moment in a very special 
way.  Place your inner eyes in your heart and feel the spark of Light of this Star that is supporting 
you since you incarnated in this dimension.  This Star wants you to know about its existence in 
you, the special link it has with you.  And this Star, for some of you, is shining in another 
universe as well as in this universe.  So, just trust that your mission of love is being supported by 
a High Consciousness that is being manifested in a star, in the physical density, somewhere out 
there in all of Creation. 

In the days when you feel sadness, remember your connection with your Birth Star and ask this 
star to shine in you, to requalify all energies inside you and bring balance, peace and serenity 
within you so that you can fill your life with a joyful energy: remembering who you are, 
remembering that you are playing a game here.  You are experiencing frequencies, and in this 
process, you are experiencing shining your Light while experiencing different frequencies: it is 
the most beautiful game that you came to play here, to shine your Light, to shine your Love while 
experimenting in this density. 

This is the message that is appropriate for each one of you in this now moment in celebration of 
your life. 

Thank you.  

 


